Abstract. Feature modeling has enjoyed success as a widely used variability modeling method in companies utilizing product lines. A number of different feature modeling methods have been proposed with expanded notational concepts and ability to model various dependencies among features. Despite popular usage and relatively simple concepts, different feature modeling methods tend not to explicate their purposes and assumptions and, in particular, how exactly the model is intended to be used. Consequently, many practitioners have a hard time evaluating whether a particular method is good for their purposes. In this paper, we intend to discuss the practical considerations when applying feature models. On the one hand, discussion of these considerations in research papers would clarify the intent of a proposed method. On the other hand, the considerations could help practitioners in clarifying the guiding principles for their feature modeling. In total, we expose eight points of practical considerations that are rarely discussed in research papers. These observations are based our experience of practice and research carried out in close cooperation with several companies.
Introduction
Feature modeling is a popular variability modeling approach in software product lines, which is an approach to reuse software among product variants. In general, a feature in a feature model refers to an end-user visible characteristic of a system, or a distinguishable characteristic of a concept (e.g., system, component, and so on) that is relevant to some stakeholder of the concept [2] . Therefore, feature models are also a meaningful means to represent variability both internally and externally, e.g., to engineers as well as to customer.
Recently, research has focused on feature modeling languages that include formal semantics, parsimony, and much expressive power. In addition, tools supporting these languages in analysis, use, and construction have been developed. In fact, since the emergence of the original feature modeling approach, FODA [1] , several extensions have been developed [2, 3, 4] , various formalizations of feature models have been developed [5, 6, 7] , and comparisons have been made [8] that all contribute to these targets. Currently, the resulting feature models are able to express modeled software unambiguously and parsimoniously.
However, from practitioners' point of view, a central criterion of any method is utility. Here, utility means adhering to dictionary-definition, i.e., fitness for some desirable purpose or valuable end [11] , including costs and benefits. To increase utility, less expressive modeling notations can be used that are also easier to use or easier in maintenance (cf. [9] ). For example, sometimes a feature model on a whiteboard is the best model for the purpose of maximizing utility. Although, at least in the long term, engineering research tries to fulfill the needs of the practice, the state of the art in feature modeling seems to be that there are several considerations that are rarely addressed from the point of view of practitioners in the research. Therefore, practitioners have challenges in assessing the methods and models for their specific needs. Often, these considerations are implicit and represent a choice between equally valid alternatives having practical implications. The choice depends on the application domain, context, usage, and other factors. A universally applicable feature modeling approach is unlikely to exist. Rather, different methods address different considerations in different ways.
In this paper, we identify eight practical considerations that should be considered when developing a new feature model or using an existing one or applying feature modeling in practice. Despite not being extensive, the considerations are relevant for the utility of a feature model according to our experience in practice and research carried out in close cooperation with several companies. We argue that the considerations are also worth taking into account by researchers developing new or extending existing feature modeling methods. The considerations are discussed in light of an example of a mobile phone product line.
The Eight Considerations

Cost-Benefit
The most fundamental consideration in feature modeling is what is cost-efficiently meaningful to model. From the practical point of view, a feature model is an investment in terms of work effort. Too many details without a clear usage of these details lead to wasted work that could have been used better otherwise. Having a good model provides clear benefits, such as better manageability and understanding. However, if only a sketch of a product line is needed for communication, why make a complete feature model with fancy constraints? The point of choice is how much and what to model. Our experience is that existing feature modeling concepts and tools make it possible to construct a feature model of practically any software. However, despite being possible, the cost-efficiency of such modeling efforts remains questionable. On the one hand, constructing a model itself can be laborious. On the other hand, the understanding and use of the model can be impractical.
Besides making a decision on how much should be modeled, even a larger investment consideration is often the actual maintenance of the model when, e.g., software, domain, or business decisions change. Each change can spread to the feature model and force large changes that are expensive to make. That is, although modeling itself can be laborious, it is still relatively easy and cheap to develop a comprehensive feature model compared to the costs required to maintain the same model. Our experience is that, even in complex situations, the creation of a feature model may well succeed but then fail in the maintenance. In fact, even in simple situations, failures are usually based on maintenance and keeping the model up to date.
The cost-benefit analysis should be the responsibility not only of the companies but also of research on feature modeling methods, including notations. That is, any extension or other further development of methods or tools should be assessed in terms of cost-benefits.
Overall, making good choices regarding the cost and benefit is one of the most difficult decisions during product line development. Making good decisions requires an excellent understanding of the company's needs and available methods to suit those needs. Three central issues in feature modeling are the costs and benefits of constructing, using, and maintaining the model. The decision about how, what, and how much to model has an influence on many other following considerations.
Completeness
A consideration closely related to how much to model in terms of cost-benefit is the completeness of a feature model. A feature model specifies the constraints of the ways in which the features can be combined. Ultimately, the feature model may be so restrictive that it represents only correct feature configurations; i.e., every feature configuration derived from the feature model represents a correct product variant. However, if not all constraints are defined, derivation can typically produce at least all correct configurations but also some incorrect ones. Typically, increasing completeness adds something, such as constraints, to the feature model and makes a model contain more information, making it more complex to understand. Increasing complexity also increases the likelihood of introducing errors in the model as well as making the long-term management of the model harder. The more constraints the model has, the more opportunities for changes are also present. This is especially true if one chooses to model constraints that do not have a solid technical or domain background.
An advantage of modeling all details is that various automations can be conveniently applied, such as automatically deriving the different variants, the analysis of correctness of feature configurations against the feature model, or finding out whether some constraints in the feature model are obsolete. In practice, automation requires a large number of different products to justify the investment in modeling all details. An example of such automatic derivation is when sales representatives or customers do the derivation. However, even with an incomplete feature model, analysis and derivation can be carried out, although the outcome needs to be carefully assessed.
Typically, in industrial product lines, the feature model is not complete. In particular, some of the most obvious decisions are left to the product manager to take care of when making decisions about the product features. A feature model includes non-trivial dependencies and constraints.
The challenge with respect to constructing a complete feature model is not in the capabilities of methods or notations. Rather, the challenge for research and practice is the usability of methods, notations, and supporting tools.
Stakeholders
An However, a feature model can also be used by a wider audience. An example is using a feature model in internal product segmentation within product management or even for marketing or sales. That is, the stakeholders of the feature model can include product developers, product managers, sales, and even customers or users.
In the case of non-technical use, a feature model may be a sketch intended to help in, e.g., product planning or work organization. Such a model does not strive for completeness and unambiguousness but, rather, to communicate the main ideas of the product line. A feature model can function as a tool in the communication and elaboration of product line planning, even with non-technical stakeholders. Especially in such a case, the simplicity and clarity of the feature model overweight rigor. A model is useless if it is too complex or detailed to be understood by the relevant stakeholder.
If a feature model is used as a basis for product architecture, more rigor needs to be put into the modeling, e.g., in terms of constraints and correct structure. When the model is used in technical planning, even automated tool assistance can be applied and analyses carried out that require a certain level of correctness of the model.
A key point is the differences of these stakeholders who have a different background as well as different knowledge of the domain and the product line. A detailed technical model is not necessarily understandable or meaningful to nontechnical stakeholders since they are not necessarily familiar with the details of software implementation. The details of technical constraints or relationships can create confusion, at best, among non-technical stakeholders. Even the feature modeling notations can be unintuitive for non-technical stakeholders. Respectively, technical stakeholders are not familiar with business constraints or what should be revealed to customers and how best to communicate with customers.
The stakeholders who are responsible for constructing and managing the model can be different from the stakeholders who benefit from the model. Consequently, researchers who propose a modeling method should consider and discuss who would construct and use the model. Similarly, the practitioners should think before starting to build models and clearly identify the stakeholders in their organization.
To sum up, there are stakeholders who, on the one hand, construct and maintain the model and, on the other hand, use the model. Each of these stakeholders has different knowledge about feature modeling in general and the product line in question.
Domain
An Another consideration related to the usage of a feature model is the horizon to the future that the model is intended to capture. A feature model may aim to represent only the current situation of the product line, e.g., the variability as it exists now. As a result, when the software product line changes, respectively, the feature model needs to change. However, a feature model can also represent planned or roadmapped software, thus capturing future variability. When a feature model is used in derivation, the nature derivation differs so that, if the feature model represents current product line features, selection means selecting and adapting features, whereas, in the case of future plans, feature selection means that selected features need to be implemented.
Whether a feature model represents the problem or solution domain is relevant to research in developing the feature modeling methods. Methods that result in a feature model should include, in addition to notations, a means to study a domain. For practitioners, the question is relevant especially when selecting the feature modeling method and, during the use of the resulting model, understanding whether the model represents a domain or product line.
Commonality
A feature model can be intended to focus only on those features that vary. In this case, the details of common functionality provided by all products in a product line are not represented in the feature model. Representing only variability may be problematic, e.g., if a customer makes decisions about her purchases on the basis of a feature model. For example, a music player can be present in all mobile phones of a product line and, therefore, as a common feature, it would not be included in a feature model representing only varying features. However, if a customer makes a decision about her phone on a basis of a feature model and she wants to listen to music with her mobile phone, then the common music playing feature should be included in the feature model. A compromise approach is that commonalities are expressed at the higher level of abstraction without describing the details to make the model more understandable.
Alternatively, a feature model can represent the model of an entire product line, including mandatory and variable features. Such a feature model, thus, provides documentation of all features of the entire product line. Each product's individual model, derived from the feature model, includes all features of the product. For example, if a customer does derivation, it is meaningful to show all features, including common features, rather than only the varying features. A feature model can then be used to represent the entire software rather than UML or some other common modeling method that could have been used. In fact, few existing modeling methods for software provide, per se, a means of modeling variability. Rather, extensions or misuse of constructs are needed to represent variability. An advantage of modeling the entire software is to have all features in place, whereas a disadvantage is that the model size increases, especially if variability focuses only on a specific part of software, which is typically the case.
The question of how much a feature model represents is a particular challenge for notations and tools. When representing an entire model, it might be reasonable for only part of a model to be shown or for a model to consist of several fragments since models can become large. In the case of representing only variability, the variability needs to be associated with a specific part of the software since only a fraction of the software is represented in the feature model.
Correspondence
Another consideration is the elements that the features in a feature model correspond to. Typically, a feature corresponds to requirements or high-level implementation elements such as hardware components or static or dynamic software components. Rarely, features correspond to low-level implementation artifacts. Rather, means other than features can be used to specify details such as attributes of the features or constructs beyond feature modeling. For example, software can have a large number of parameters or other adaptation means that are not feasible to represent in a feature model.
A feature model can even consist of several different feature models at different levels of detail or granularity, as described above. For example, one feature model can represent a specific part of the software where all details in the component level are modeled, whereas another model represents another part of the software where general architectural components are modeled. The former model, then, typically describes variability, whereas the latter describes common parts, as described above. Alternatively, one feature model represents the general architectural components, whereas other models, such as UML diagrams, represent the details of each architectural component. Consequently, besides general rules for what the feature models represent, if there are several feature models, it needs to be taken into account that the feature models might not be equal and do not need to be equal.
Another point of view is that a feature model has a specific structure that is aligned toward something. One option is to align the feature model with the software structure. In the case of structuring the feature model with the software, most, if not all, real features are in the leaf nodes. Here, real features are the features that have been provided with an actual implementation in software. All other features exist only to structure the real features, as in software packages that organize real features. These structuring features represent the structure of the software, and the leaf nodes represent real choices in software. When a feature model is aligned with the software structure, there is a mapping from the features to the software components. The mapping does not need to be one-to-one, as more complex mappings can be used as well. Aligning the feature model to the software structure tends to create models that are very close to the actual software implementation. Each of these software components may be organized such that they can be independently switched on or off using, for example, compile time flags.
Although alignment with software is relatively common, a feature model can be aligned with other concerns such as market segmentation or marketing decisions.
The key considerations for research and practice are that the feature modeling method provides necessary constructs that can be used to represent modeled elements, such as software components. There can be even a need to provide mapping between the modeled elements and the feature model.
Constraints
Feature modeling includes a structure that organizes the features into a hierarchy and constraints for resolving variability. That is, selecting a child feature typically means that the parent feature should also be selected. This relationship represents a mandatory feature. Typically, the features are structured as a tree, where some constraints are represented in the structure of the tree, whereas the remaining constraints must be specified by some other means, such as cross-branch relations between the nodes of the tree. The decomposition criterion used when constructing a feature tree has a significant impact on what constraints can be represented in the structure of the tree. In the worst case, the structure of the software and the best structure to represent the constraints may be contradictory. In these cases, the main dependencies exist in cross-branch relationships that tend to be less obvious from the model. If cross-branch relations are allowed in the feature tree, there are a number of alternatives to represent them. First, one can use a set of rules to represent constraints that cannot be represented as the structure of the tree. Second, a separate model can be created to represent all feature dependencies. Separating the feature dependencies into their own model simplifies the management of dependencies and allows the dependencies to be considered separately. This is particularly useful if the main feature structure is composed primarily of optional features. This would mean that nearly all constraints on the selection of features originate from the feature dependency model. If the feature dependencies are represented separately from the feature model, overlapping specifications can easily happen. However, it is important to remember that, in more complex feature trees, there is no direct link between something being mandatory and being always selected. If any feature between a mandatory feature and its root feature is non-mandatory, then, in practice, this feature can be excluded from the product configuration. That is, this feature may not be selected regardless of being mandatory. The requirement relationship between two features does often a better job of highlighting the fact that this relationship applies only between these features and that this is dependent on the actual selection of features.
An alternative to the tree structure is to use more general data models to represent variability constraints. Some researchers [15] use a graph to represent variability among features. While this is clearly a more general approach, it has not enjoyed adaptation from the industry, most likely because feature trees are easier to understand and analyze than a general graph form.
The challenge of constraints is highlighted by the fact that the constraints can emerge from various sources such as business decisions, including marketing and product segmentation, restrictions enforced by technology, or the architectural constraints of existing software. Some of the constraints can be soft, meaning that the constraint can but should not be violated. Consequently, the source and nature of constraints vary largely, but all of them need to be taken into account to achieve a complete model.
As a result of the heterogeneity of the sources of the constraints, one can include even duplicate information in the feature model when both variability and feature dependencies are modeled. Clearly, including the same constraint twice is a wasted effort. However, sometimes, duplicate work can actually be beneficial from the evolution perspective. If two different constraints actually communicate different rationales, combining them may be a mistake. If an organization has a clear understanding of the role of variability and dependencies, it may be able to model marketing decisions using variability in the structure and functional dependencies and technical limitations using feature dependencies. Thus, these two aspects communicate different rationales and may help evolution through a better understanding of the interplay between marketing requirements and technical solutions.
The challenges are, thus, managing and representing constraints efficiently. The heterogeneity of the sources of the constraints also should be taken into account, e.g., by separating the different source as concerns.
Notation
The feature models used in practice need to be understandable to the product experts. This requires that the modeling method allows for the expression of domain variability in a natural manner so that the concepts and structures used match the practical way of describing products. However, as described earlier, there are also other usages, such as analyses and automated derivation. The issue is what concepts and notations best serve the different usages.
As a comparison, in a comparative field of research, that of product configuration, approaches with multiple levels of abstraction in the development of configuration modeling concepts have been used. For example, to keep the definition of the semantics clear, a specific product configuration modeling language (PCML) has been defined based on the conceptualization introduced in [18] . As the PCML is still somewhat clumsy to use in actual modeling and tool development, more appropriate modeling concepts are used in configuration models, and they are then mapped to PCML. The semantics for PCML and the consequent ability to make inferences are provided by a mapping to a general knowledge representation language that is particularly suitable for configuration tasks (namely WCRL) [19] . In fact, the general knowledge representation language used is, further, given semantics by mapping them to a propositional logic. This multitude of levels helps in separating the modeling concerns of the product experts of a particular company, configuration modeling experts and tool developers, researchers or developers providing or extending the semantics for the variability modeling and configuration tools, and the inference engine developers.
The point we want to make here is not to suggest a specific approach but to raise questions about the various concerns and needs for modeling. For example, different variability expressions, such as optional, alternative, or exclusive alternative features, can be defined with a smaller set of general concepts and still used to model the product variants in a natural manner. Similarly, it may make sense to define a set of typical feature dependencies for the use of product experts, such as Requires and Isincompatible-with, although they can be expressed by means of a more generic constraints, e.g., "not A OR B" and "not (A AND B)."
Another, potentially even more important, point is to be clear about the need for and usefulness of particular modeling concepts. A generic logic is more powerful in the sense that it allows the expression of a large variety of constraints between features. However, being general does not imply usefulness. From the perspective of a practitioner, the selection of two constraints, such as Requires and Is-incompatiblewith, is probably better than the opportunity to write arbitrary Boolean expressions. This means that extending a feature modeling approach to allow larger expressivity is not self-evidently an improvement.
By providing the aforementioned multiple levels of abstraction and mappings between them, different concepts and notations can be tailored to modelers, nontechnical persons doing product derivation, and tools assisting with feature modeling. When the underlying semantics of the model have appropriate semantics, the power of existing theories and tools can be used to manipulate the models and automate the derivation tasks. The latter can be provided by various logical formalisms and related approaches, such as constraint satisfaction methods or propositional logic, which clearly are not suitable modeling approaches for most product experts.
The key consideration in selecting the notation for variability modeling is to provide as much syntactical and notational support as possible for expressing the variability in an effective manner from the perspective of a practitioner without making the assumption that more flexibility and generality would be better.
Discussion
This paper intends to improve understanding of the considerations that need to be taken into account when using feature modeling methods in practice in a company. In addition, the considerations provide researchers working with feature modeling with a set of considerations to keep in mind when assessing the utility of their work. A summary of the considerations with the most important question about each consideration is provided in Table 1 .
Table 1. Summary of the eight considerations
Consideration
Key questions Cost-benefit
What is the optimal model in terms of cost-benefit when taking into account construction, usage, and maintenance To concretize the considerations, we use a simple example from the mobile phone domain, shown in Figure 1 , which has three features: Camera, Flash, and Redeye reduction. The notation that is typically used in feature modeling specifies that all these features are optional, meaning that features can be selected or left out. Both Camera and Flash have two further alternative sub-features, meaning that, if the parent is selected, exactly one of the sub-features needs to be selected.
From this simple model, one can derive 18 different configurations of a mobile phone. However, a number of these configurations do not represent choices that would be derived in practice. It is hard to imagine a mobile phone with a rangeadaptable flash without a camera. In addition, this model allows the derivation of a mobile phone without any other features than the root. Nevertheless, the model is relatively simple and communicates the basic features of the mobile phone product line.
Figure 1. A simple feature model
When considering only the domain, one could deduct that a mobile phone may or may not have a camera. A camera is not a necessary feature of a mobile phone. In that respect, the feature model in Figure 1 can be considered a domain. In addition, in the case of a mobile phone domain, a feature model represents all the possible cameras that are meaningful for a mobile phone, such as fixed optics and optical zoom still cameras. A feature model of a current mobile phone product line would be restricted, at least in the low-end models, to fixed optics cameras. Figure 1 represents the domain also in a manner that allows the derivation of products that are not meaningful. To increase the completeness of the model, one can add more constraints to the selection of features, e.g., by removing optionality or adding cross-branch dependencies. Figure 2 shows a modified feature model in which Camera has become a mandatory feature and two dependencies have been added: Redeye reduction requires Flash and Zoom requires Adaptable flash.
Making Camera mandatory is a marketing decision. One can easily envision a mobile phone without a camera, but it has been decided that, from this product line, no mobile phones without a camera will be derived. Zoom requiring Adaptable flash seems to be partially a marketing decision, but with a solid technical basis. Having a basic flash with a zoom lens will affect the user's ability to take good pictures inside buildings or in darkness outside when using the zoom feature. However, one could still use zoom when taking pictures outside in daylight. It seems, though, that the marketing department has decided not to sell mobile phones with Zoom but without Adaptable flash. Such a decision can also affect implementation so that basic flash does not even support redeye reduction. The fact that Camera requires Flash appears to be mainly a marketing decision. It says that we want the customers to know that, if they buy a mobile phone from this product line, they will always have a camera with a flash. However, because Flash has also been defined as mandatory, these specification overlap. This happens because Camera is mandatory and, in this small example, it is always selected. When Camera requires Flash, in theory, making Flash mandatory is redundant, or the requirement relationship between Camera and Flash could be removed. There are many viewpoints on how to model the camera feature in the mobile phone product line. For simplicity, we reduce the feature model here only to the camera part. If we choose to model the cardinalities based on the current product line, we could decide to model them as shown in Figure 4a . This model defines that a mobile phone can have zero, one, or two cameras. Two cameras are typical in mobile devices that allow video conferencing features. The second option is to choose to model software and hardware capabilities. Based on the understanding of the software architecture and the multimedia middleware, one could model the features as shown in Figure 4b . The model says that, based on the combination of current software and hardware, one could have up to four cameras. Naturally, after introducing a new hardware platform, one could be forced to change the upper limit of the cardinality. Finally, we could choose to model the software implementation such that the exact number of cameras is not restricted, which is shown in Figure 4c . This is because, in the implementation, one can theoretically instantiate an unlimited number of cameras.
In addition to a graphical notation of a feature model, other representations may be used. For example, the concepts offered for a practitioner could be those used in Fig. 3 . They can be listed as: concept (root feature), feature, feature-tree, mandatory feature, optional feature, alternative features, and requires constraint. In a tool, e.g., a feature modeler, the implementation of the concept can be based on a more general mechanism. For example, a general expression of the form FeatRel(f, S, min, max) for defining a relation from feature f to a set of features S with min and max values to express how many features need to be selected from the set S if f is selected. To continue our example, the concepts needed for the model shown in Fig. 3 could be defined by means of FeatRel, as shown in Table 2 . With these definitions, the model of Fig. 3 can be expressed in textual form, as exemplified in Table 3 . Such textual representation makes the processing, storing, and transfer easy and understandable, e.g., between modeling tools and derivation support tools.
Finally, the complete feature model can be represented to a customer who is making a purchasing decision to communicate the choices she can make. However, the incomplete feature models can result in the customer's selecting and desiring a configuration that is not meaningful or desired. Showing the feature trees can also be confusing. As an alternative, the features can be represented to a customer so that she can select either fixed or zoom optics and an optional redeye reduction feature. Marketing has determined that the user is not interested in selecting the flash, but the flash will be automatically selected on the basis of optics. In addition, the choices are restricted so that, if redeye reduction is selected, then zoom will be selected automatically. If the user first selects fixed optics and then tries to select redeye, her selection is not accepted and an explanation is provided about the conflict. Respectively, if the user selects redeye reduction first, she cannot select fixed optics.
Conclusion
We have described eight considerations in applying feature modeling. However, there are also other approaches to represent variability. For example, there can even be a separate model that is not feature-specific for modeling variability, as in the case of an orthogonal variability model [12] or Covamof [13] . A similar approach to representing variability in a separate model is also in the decision models [14] . Feature modeling can be also compared with creating a configuration in the manufacturing industry. One such approach is exemplified by a configurator called WeCoTin [16] .
Another approach is to define the domain-related concepts from the perspective of the practical variability modeling and give them the semantics by means of mapping to a particular logical formalism. Comparative approaches can be found from programming languages and domain-specific languages that provide a mapping for lower-level constructs. However, the mapping may be non-trivial, thus making the semantics hard to understand from the mapping and, therefore, make the further development of the model difficult.
Compared with these related approaches, some of the considerations seem to be relevant. For example, a decision model needs to be complete to be meaningful, so completeness consideration is not relevant. However, the consideration of stakeholders is also relevant in decision models. Nevertheless, the applicability of the presented eight considerations can be applicable in other approaches but needs to be assessed.
To sum up, since feature modeling has been used extensively, it may appear as a well-understood and fully known set of methods. However, in practice, engineers must face a number of issues when applying feature modeling for real product lines. Based on our experience, we have exposed eight practical considerations for applying feature modeling.
This work has been based on doing feature and variability modeling projects in several different companies accompanied with more basic research about variability modeling concepts. In different projects, a widely different approach for features modeling has been used with good results. However, we were initially surprised by the inability of practitioners to evaluate feature models. After consideration, it has become obvious that determining whether a feature model is good and appropriate in the current context is a complex and difficult question.
We hope that this paper will help researchers to better explain how they expect their results to be used and to give better insight into the challenges faced by the practitioners in their daily work. Practitioners, it is hoped, will gain a better understanding of the various concerns that affect how to apply feature modeling in their organizations.
